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Welcome to the Wireless Sound R|Evolution.



True stereo separation from two speakers for more immersive  
and natural sounding music

200 Watts (50 Watts x 4) amplifier for effortless power and stunning dynamics 

Precision 192KHz/24-bit DAC for pristine sound quality

Sophisticated digital crossover renders precisely tuned output and commanding bass 
by optimizing power to each driver for bold and explosive sound with revealing clarity

Critical Listening Mode enables 192KHz/24-bit lossless streaming for the most 
discerning audiophiles

Performance-Driven SVS Design Innovation.
Crisp, accurate and crystal-clear sound with stunning dynamic impact and 
pinpoint imaging, the SVS Prime Wireless Speaker System redefines what 
is possible from a wireless speaker with breakthrough technology and 
precision engineering. Immersive sound and wireless audio, together at last.











At Last… Convincing, Immersive Sound Goes Wireless.
Until now, the smart wireless speaker category has been dominated by a notion that sound quality doesn’t matter because convenience 
and lifestyle are all-important. SVS is changing the game.

The SVS Prime Wireless Speaker System is a perfect fusion of intelligent controls, trailblazing features, unmatched connectivity options 
and most importantly, immersive, reference quality sound. All the benefits of a wireless powered smart speaker with uncompromising 
acoustic design and performance. Finally, a wireless speaker that truly rocks.

Audiophile Sound Quality. Endless Versatility.
Thrilling and immersive sound from all your favorite music streaming sites and 
devices is easier than ever with the SVS Prime Wireless Speaker System. Use it as a 
two-channel stereo system, connect directly to a TV, stream from your phone or tablet 
via Bluetooth or WiFi, create a desktop system with a computer, use in a multi-room, 
multi-zone audio system or just put it anywhere you want to enjoy high resolution 
wireless streaming. Plus, control it all from the smartphone app, front panel interface 
or with your voice via an Amazon Alexa device. 

App-based control from any smartphone, tablet, Amazon device or Windows PC 
and multi-room, multi-zone audio streaming over WiFi

6 custom presets for instant access to your favorite playlists, Internet Radio 
stations and streaming music services without needing a phone or tablet

Bluetooth with aptX and AAC for high fidelity wireless streaming from iOS or 
Android smartphones or tablets

Works with Amazon Alexa for voice control of music

Line level and optical inputs for advanced AV component connectivity 

Subwoofer output allows easy connection to your favorite SVS or other brand of 
subwoofer for deeper bass and a more thrilling audio experience













 



A Tranformative Wireless Audio Compnent.
300 Watts (150 Watts x 2) amplifier delivers ample power to effortlessly drive any speakers to their full potential 

192KHz/24-bit DAC for a pristine digital signal path with no compromises so sound quality is pure, natural and faithful to what the artist intended

Bluetooth with aptX and AAC for high fidelity wireless audio streaming from your smartphone or tablet

Direct WiFi connection for uninterrupted high-res audio streaming









Smart Wireless Audio 
Connectivity Never 
Sounded Better.
Bring high-resolution music streaming, wireless audio 
connectivity and smart control to existing speakers or use 
the line level output to create a source in any two-channel 
or home theater audio system. SVS Prime Wireless 
SoundBase is powerful enough to drive speakers to their 
full potential and sophisticated enough to serve as a 
smart wireless audio hub in existing systems.

Game-Changing Connectivity Options.
Line level output unlocks functionality as source component in stereo 
or multi-channel audio system

Optical and line level inputs for TVs, gaming consoles, CD players, AV 
Receivers, turntables, PCs and more

Subwoofer output allows easy connection to your favorite SVS  
or other brand of subwoofer for deeper bass and a more thrilling  
audio experience

3.5 mm AUX input for direct connection to smartphones and tablets

Headphone output for discrete listening

USB input for powering mobile devices or adding an SVS SoundPath Wireless Audio Adapter

Trailblazing Smart Control.
6 custom presets for instant access to your favorite playlists, Internet Radio stations and 
streaming music services without needing a phone or tablet

Works with Amazon Alexa for voice control of music

App-based control from any smartphone,tablet, Amazon device or Windows PC and 
multi-room, multi-zone audio streaming over WiFi

Bluetooth enabled for fast and easy streaming from any mobile device





















Immersive Sound Reborn with Advanced 
Connectivity and Smart Control.
Prime Wireless SoundBase features an impressive array of connections and 
control options that give it amazing versatility as a high-performance AV 
component. Connect conventional speakers to unlock the benefits of high 
resolution wireless audio streaming, effortless power and smart control; 
or use it as an amplified low-profile source component with a receiver or 
2-channel system anywhere immersive sound is desired.


